
  

CISC 1600 Lecture 13
Agent-based programming

Topics:
Agents and environments

Rationality
Performance, Environment, Actuators, Sensors

Four basic types of agents
Multi-agent systems

NetLogo



Agents interact with environments

● An agent is anything that can be viewed as perceiving its 
environment through sensors and acting upon that environment 
through actuators
– What are the sensors and actuators for a Human agent?
– For a robotic agent?

● The agent decides what to do at every point in time given its 
past experience and existing knowledge



We are interested in agents
for two different purposes

● Agents for interacting with the world
– Autonomous hardware or software systems

– Doing real things on behalf of a person

● Agents for simulating the world by interacting 
with each other
– Idealized models of some sort of behavior

– Program local behaviors, observe global effects

– Study emergent properties of systems



Agent "Paradigm"

● Agent-based programming is fa paradigm similar to Object-
oriented programming

● Four key notions distinguish agents from arbitrary programs: 
– persistence
– autonomy
– reaction to the environment
– goal-orientation 



NetLogo is an 
agent-based simulation environment

http://www.netlogoweb.org/launch#http://www.netlogoweb.org/assets/modelslib/Sample%20Models/Biology/Wolf%20Sheep%20Predation.nlogo


Rational agents

● An agent should strive to "do the right thing", based on 
what it can perceive and the actions it can perform. The 
right action is the one that will cause the agent to be 
most successful

● Performance measure: An objective criterion for success 
of an agent's behavior

• Rational Agent: For each possible percept sequence, a 
rational agent should select an action that is expected to 
maximize its performance measure



Rational agents

● Rationality is not omniscience
● Rationality is not clairvoyance
● Thus rationality does not imply success

– Just the best chance of success given the past
● A rational agent should explore, learn, and be 

autonomous



PEAS defines the task setting

● Performance measure, Environment, Actuators, Sensors
● The setting for intelligent agent design
● Consider an automated taxi driver:

– Performance measure
– Environment
– Actuators
– Sensors



PEAS defines the task setting

● Performance measure, Environment, Actuators, Sensors
● The setting for intelligent agent design
● Consider an automated taxi driver:

– Performance measure: Safe, fast, legal, comfortable trip, 
maximize profits

– Environment: Roads, other traffic, pedestrians, customers
– Actuators: Steering wheel, accelerator, brake, signal, horn
– Sensors: Cameras, sonar, speedometer, GPS, odometer, engine 

sensors, keyboard



PEAS for other tasks

● Internet shopping agent

● Backgammon-playing agent

● Agent driving virtual car in simulation
– Performance measure

– Environment

– Actuators

– Sensors



Components of a Software Agent

1. Sensors
2. Actuators/Effectors
3. Reasoning (maybe be very simple)
4. Learning (optional, defines an "intelligent agent")



There are four basic types of agents

(in order of increasing generality)

● Simple reflex agents

● Model-based reflex agents

● Goal-based agents

● Utility-based agents

All of these can be turned into learning agents



Simple reflex agents



Model-based reflex agents



Goal-based agents

●



Utility-based agents



Learning agents



Agents for interacting with the 
world: Delegation

● Computers do things for us, often without our 
intervention (traffic lights, power grids/plants).

● Giving control to a computer is called “delegation”; are 
you comfortable with that? (3-mile Island)

● What kinds of tasks are you comfortable delegating to 
a computer?
–  tasks that involve safety (flying, driving)
– spending money (bidding on eBay)
– Combat operations (robot warriors)



Agents for simulating the world: 
Multi-Agent System

● (MAS) is... an environment in which many (well, two or 
more) agents exist and interact

● They can cooperate, coordinate and negotiate

http://www.netlogoweb.org/launch#http://www.netlogoweb.org/assets/modelslib/Sample%20Models/Biology/Flocking.nlogo


Properties of multi-agent systems

● Individual agents are self-interested
– they have their own goals
–  there may be team rewards for a group of agents achieving a goal 

together
● Cooperation is not governed, 

– It is emergent (if it happens at all)
● Versus “distributed systems”, where 

– goals are only group-based
– cooperation is engineered to be inherent in the system

● Can we conceive of a system as a series of interacting devices rather then 
as a single system?



Agent Based Programming… Why?

Are there advantages to using Agent-Based 
programming? Yes!
1. Dealing with complexity: Some problems are so 

complex that they are basically impossible to model 
as a single program. Examples: Weather, Internet, 
Travel Systems

2. Emergent Behavior: Some types of behavior are very 
difficult to program in directly but can result as a 
side effect of agents pursuing very simple goals.



Key Research Areas

1. Agent design (micro level):
– how do we design individual agents to operate 

effectively?

2. Society Design (macro level):
– how do we design groups of agents, or societies, to 

operate effectively?

3. Hive Intelligence (abstract level):
– Can simple agents, working together, effectively  

demonstrate high level reasoning abilities.



  

Summary

● Agents interact with environments through actuators and sensors
– The agent decides what to do at every point in time given its past 

experience and existing knowledge

● A perfectly rational agent maximizes expected performance 
– The performance measure evaluates the environment sequence

● PEAS descriptions define task environments

● Environments are categorized along several dimensions:
– Observable? deterministic? episodic? static? discrete? single-agent?

● Several basic agent architectures exist:
– Reflex, reflex with state, goal-based, utility-based
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NetLogo Background

● NetLogo is an IDE (integrated development environment)that 
can be used to create programs that simulate natural and 
social phenomena

● NetLogo is particularly well suited for modeling complex 
systems that develop over time

● Using NetLogo you can create programs containing thousands 
of agents (called “turtles”) all operating independently

● For us, NetLogo will serve as another programming 
environment in which to explore the Imperative, Procedural 
and Object-Oriented Paradigms



NetLogo Desktop IDE

There are 3 tabs:
– Interface: for creating 

buttons and plots

– Code: for writing 
procedures and 
defining variables

– Information: for 
explanatory text about 
the project



NetLogo Web IDE

● Pros
– JavaScript, so portable, 

mobile-compatible, etc

– Nothing to install

– Embed NetLogo simulations 
in any HTML page

● Cons
– Not all features 

implemented yet

– Can't edit interfaces



NetLogo Agents

● NetLogo creates programs by specifying behaviors 
using procedures) for sets of agents and then 
allowing those agents to interact

● NetLogo has 4 types of agents:
– Patches  The squares on the world grid→
– Turtles  Agents that can move→
– Links  Lines between agents→
– The Observer  The master controller→



NetLogo Syntax

The syntax for NetLogo is different than what you may be familiar with:
● Comments are specified using ;;

;; this is a comment

● Variables and functions can contain some characters that other 
languages consider “special”: “-” and “?” (but not spaces)

clear-all

● Blocks of related code (such as those that belong to an if statement) are 
designated using square brackets:

ifelse x > 10 

  [ print “x is greater than 10” ]

  [ print “x is not” ]



NetLogo Sensors and Actuators
● Agents can use special primitives (built in functions) to see their environment.

– turtles-here: returns a list of turtles nearby

– patches-here: returns a list of patches nearby

– turtles-at: returns a list of turtles at a specific location

– patches-at: returns a list of patches at a specific location

● Agents can use other primitives to affect their environment, even other agents (ask)
– forward, right, left: step forward and turn left and right

– setxy: change a turtles location

– set color: change a turtles color

– set pcolor: change a patches color

– hatch: create NEW turtles

– die: delete a turtle



Lab 10: NetLogo Basics

● Introduction to NetLogo

● Explore an existing model: wolves and sheep

● Explore agents in an existing model: traffic
– Observe emergent phenomena

● Write your own code for a model: grazing turtles
– Explore syntax and semantics of NetLogo



Useful NetLogo links

● Documentation (Everything)
– http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/docs/

● Quick Guide (Important aspects of the language / 
interface)
– http://luis.izqui.org/resources/NetLogo-5-0-QuickGuide.p

df
 

● Dictionary (full list of commands and descriptions 
of them)
– http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/docs/dictionary.html

http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/docs/
http://luis.izqui.org/resources/NetLogo-5-0-QuickGuide.pdf
http://luis.izqui.org/resources/NetLogo-5-0-QuickGuide.pdf
http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/docs/dictionary.html
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